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Various kinemetio and kinetio-properties of steady diabatio gas flow8 m studied wnsidering the 
geometry of triply orthogonal spatial curves of oongruenaes one related to the vortexlines and 
the other to their principal normals and binormale. 
Several physical and chemkal phenomena invalidate the assumption of adiabatic flow 
in many compressible flow probIams. The inviscid non-conducting steady gas flows with- 
energy addition by beat sources are termed diabatic and corresponding to heating processes 
are thermodynamically reversible. Tha results from diabatic flow studies provide the basic 
insight into heat addition effects, which is necessary. Hicks1 formulated the fundamental 
equations governing diabatic steady gas flows and attempted to study the geometry of 
plane flows. Subsequently the geometric properties of spatial diabatic gas flows were 
studied by us, eonsi$ering the geometry of the streamline. The geometry of vortexline is 
not, however, correlated with physical problems. Consequently, considering triply ortho- 
gonal spatial eurves of congruences formed by vortexlines, the principal normals and the 
binormals, we have studied in this paper the kinematic and kinetic properties of diabatic 
flows. 
The basic conditions to be satisfied by the geometric parameters of triply orthogonal 
curves are obtained. Defining velocity vector, the magnitude of vorticity is determined 
and analytical conditions are obtained, which are more elegant than those of 
Suryanarayanas. The variation of flow parameters is studied at'langth. 
F U N D A M E N T A L  EQUATIONS 
The fundamental equations governing steady diabatic gas flow in the absence of 
extraneous forcw, in Crocco's velocity vector field are givm below in the usual notationl. 
% (WA;:-~W) v logp = - 
Y - 1  
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where w, q, 7, pt, Vt, Cp,! Tt , T and S are reduced velocity vwhor, the heat content, tile 
adiabatic exponent, the total pressure, the limiting velocity, the stagnation enthalpy, 
the tempmature and specific entropy respectively. I 
G E O M E T R I C  R E L A T I O N S  
3 3  3  
Considering t, ta and b as triply orthogonal unit tangent vectors to the curves of con- 
gruences formed by the vortexlines, the principal normals and their binormals respectively 
d 
and denoting - d d - - as directional derivatives along these vsctors, also ds ' dn ' db 
-+ 
selecting r as the position vector on a vortaxline we have the following geometric 
resultsr,a : 
,- 
-+ + 
dr + fS 
- 
- - t = -  
d8 - 5  (6) 
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dt 3 db 3 ,  
- = ta k (6) -= - (7) dn -f ds ds - = b ~ - t k  (8) as  
+ 3 + 
J = div t = - (k' + Id') (9) div ta = - k (10) dive b = 0 (11) 
Using iolanoidal property of rotational vectors of theseiunit vectors we obtain ,the 
following : 
ak d 
- + (a' - of') + (k' + k") (on - a') = 0 ab ( 1.2) 
- r dk' - . d 
k (T + an) - - -- - (an + T )  = 0 db dn (13) 
dk" d 
--krE"$ - 
db a (0' - 7 )  = 0 (I4) 
- These constit& the bask ~onditiom-to be, satisfied biy tpiply orthogonil spatial curves of 
t%bgmences. Here (k,-kt, V), J a d  {T, -a'; u1)- are the curvatures, -&Ghs lnean curvature, 
and the t~ssions of the curves described. 
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# K I M B B I B T I C  P B O P E R Z I E S  O F  - F L O W S  
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We study here some of the ki~rematio and kinetic properties of the flows described, . 
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LBt w define the velocity vector w as 
3 3 3 
w = t'w8 + +wm, + bwi, (16) 
where q, ~ r ,  and ( ~ b  are the resolved parts of the velocity components along a voikoxlino, 
tho principal norma1 and binormals respectively. 
I 3 
Operating curl on (15) and equating to we obtain 
dwb h m  6 = (a' - a") W# + -- -
an db (16) 
dwt dwb 
- - ~ ~ ( ~ + a " ) + k " ~ b  --=O 
ab as (17 
Relation (16) gives the ma@ude of the vorticity and- (17) & (18) the ooadi- 
tions to-be satisfied by the velocity. These results are more, elegant than those of 
Suryanarayana8. 
Using solenoidal property the vorticity, we obtain 
d k' + k" = - log f 
as 
If the normal congruences are minimal, the vorticity in magnitude shall remain mi- 
form along an individual vortexline. 
C ' 
Making use of (15) in (1) we qbain the wgtinuity equation as 
dw6 dwn + - - 
-+x-  
dwh kw. - (Y + k") wt ds db 
. ?  
This expresses the conservation of mass in a vortexline fbw. 
3 +  3 
Forming the soalar products suocessively by t ,  n, b of (2) we obtain 
, 
From (21) we observe that the total pressure remains uniform along a vortexIine if either 
the flow is complex-lamellar or the fluid is adiabatic. Also magnitude of tha pressure dec- 
re- or increases in regions d < 1 for Cbspygin gas. The adiabatic case can be dimussod 
> 
as a special case. For adiabatic gas (22) and (23) yield 
This shows that the total pressure remains uniform along a vortexline. 
+ 3  4. - 
Taking scalar product of (3 )  by t, lz and b successively we obtain the following 
, From equation (25) we observe that the specific entropy remains uniform along a vor- 
tiexline if tbe stagnation enthalpy is uniform along the same direction. 
2 i 
Eliminating 5 from (26) and (27) we o b t a k  
, whioh gives the temperature. 1 4 - , 
Using (4) in (2) and eliminating we obtain the following 
+ + +  
Forming the scalar product by t, a, b we have 
1 a~ 
- - = -  3 
Ww cxka 
- -  2*/p wt 
P as (Y - 1) (1 - ) ,  s , (Y - 1) (I - w2) (30) 
1 BP 
--= - 
2"r'w dw 2y ( c w n  +qwb 
C_- 
fl ( - 1 )  (1 - ) db (Y - 1) (1  - w2) (32) 
These give the variation of pressure along a vortexline, principal n o r 4  and binormal. The 
p a s u r e  remains uniform along a binormal to the vortexline if the vortexlines coincide 
with the streamlines, in this case additive heat has no effect along the normal componeat of 
acceleration field. 
Operating curl (2) we obtain the following conditions 
(u' - u") qwt 
" - q y  +'") +; ( y-+- ) = 0 1 -UP f d b  -w2 (33) 
- k' (lwb - (0' - 7 )  ((Zwn + qwb) = (35) 
1 - w2 1 - w 2  
These constitute the basic compatibility conditions to be satisfied by a flow in vortexli~~e 
geometry. The adiabatic phenomenon can be discussed as a special cwb of this investiga- 
tion. 
k. 
R E S U L T S  O B T A I N E D  
(1) Geometric conditions to be satisfied by triply orthogmal spatial curves of congru- 
ences are obtained, assigning ono of the curve as a vortexline. The mapitude vorticity 
together with two basic results are obtained. 
(2)  Vorticity remains uniform along a vortexline, if the normal coagruences are mini- 
mal. 
(3) Conservation of mass is obtained in an elegant form. 
(4) Total pressure remains uniform along vortexline if the flow is either complex- 
lamellar or fluid adiabatic. Analytic Bxpression for temperature is obtained. 
(5) Momentum equations are transformed into intrinsic form and the pressure remains 
uniform for the flow in which the streamline and vortexline coincide. 
(6) Compatibility conditions governing the flow are obtained in intrinsic form, from 
which adiabatic case can be deduced as a special case. 
, 3 
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